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The cryptocurrency market is worth c.a. 1.5 trillion USD, with no signs of slowing down. New tech 

and crypto savvy millionaires are being created every day, and will be looking to not only diversify 

their portfolios, but also to reinvest capital and support ventures that they believe in. AngelBlock will 

make that possible. 

Funding within the crypto and blockchain space is broken. This was especially highlighted with 

the COVID-19 pandemic moving more of our life into the digital space. AngelBlock will allow 

crypto, FinTech, and blockchain startups to raise funds, and provide support from knowledgeable, 

experienced professionals via our online platform. We will promote new startups providing 

information about their ideas, mission, plans and the people behind them, just as any professional 

investor would expect. No flights, no long-winded meetings, and no need for handshakes. Let’s 

move fundraising into the 21st century.

AngelBlock’s endorsement for its community will be active and long-term. We will support startups 

before, during, and after they raise funds, facilitate professional advisory services, network, and 

Our mission is to build a community of investors, 
supporters and entrepreneurs developing innovation  
in crypto.

Executive Summary01. 
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We analyzed what most players are 
doing on the market and decided that 
it's simply not good enough.

provide financial support - depending on startups needs and the will of the community. AngelBlock 

will be a space for startups and their supporters to get to know each other and to participate in 

growth of new businesses in the blockchain space.

In essence, we’re creating the DeFi mullet: FinTech in the front, blockchain in the back. Instead 

of fully opting in for custodial and centralized solutions, most of our functionality will be based 

on smart contracts and non-custodial wallets, leading to more transparency, higher safety, more 

autonomy, and a score of additional benefits.

Are you an experienced angel investor with no prior crypto experience? That won’t be an issue. 

Our solution will also be tailored to those that have yet to set up their decentralized wallets. All our 

investors will be able to fully use our platform and get comfortable before making the jump into 

blockchain-based rounds of financing. 
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This exceptional, unprecedented growth, along with high market volatility, allowed new fortunes to 

rise, which paved the way for a new class of tech and crypto-savvy millionaires. These individuals 

understand the blockchain space and are looking to diversify their portfolios while contributing to 

the ecosystem that they see as the future of money and finance. 

According to a Juniper Research forecast, revenue generated by FinTech companies will increase 

exponentially from approximately $263 billion USD in 2019 to $638 billion USD by 2024. 

KPMG’s January 2022 “Pulse of Fintech H2’21” 2022 report showed a record number of fintech 

deals driving overall global investments to $210 billion in 2021, with 5,684 total transactions (ven-

ture capital, private equity, and mergers and acquisitions).  KPMG’s Brian Heaver said, “This was 

arguably one of the most significant years ever for crypto in terms of retail adoption and investment. 

… while we don’t know where all the efforts are going to land, there’s a ton of curiosity and interest 

in the possibilities.”

As digital assets become an increasingly viable 
investment tool, the cumulative market capitalization of 
cryptocurrencies grew by around 300 percent in 2020 
reaching a total market size of $758 billion USD. In 
November 2021, this value peaked to over $3 trillion USD.

Market Size and Vision02. 
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Sources: KPMG; PitchBook © Statista 2022

More money is flowing into blockchain tech than ever before, with investors pouring a record-break-

ing $25.2 billion in 2021, according to CB Insights data.
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In May 2022, PwC published the 4th Annual Global Crypto Hedge Fund Report 2022, analyzing 

crypto markets from the perspective of hedge funds and their respective managers.

The report stated that the high-net worth individuals (HNWIs) are the most common investor type 

in crypto hedge funds. 86% of funds have HNWI investors, and 53% of those have HNWI as their 

largest investors, confirming that high interest in crypto markets is coming mainly from individuals.

What’s even more interesting is that the best 2021 year-end performance among crypto hedge funds 

was generated by Discretionary Long Only (average 420%, year before - 231%) and Discretionary 

Long/Short (average 228%, year before - 202%) strategies - both including investing in early-stage 

token/coin projects.

The report also acknowledged exponential growth of decentralized finance citing that the estimated 

total value locked (TVL) of the DeFi market has made a 13x leap from an aggregate of $18 billion 

USD at the end of 2020 to $ 235 billion USD in December 2021.

As for the near future, the report found that “97% of fund managers expect the market to finish 

the year significantly above current levels with the median predicted level at $3 trillion USD. Most 

forecasts ranged between $2 trillion USD and $3 trillion USD.” As for Bitcoin itself “the majority 

of predictions were within the $75,000 USD to $100,000 USD range (42%), with another 35% 

predicting the BTC price to be between $50,000 USD and $75,000 USD by the end of 2022.” Also, 

67% of hedge fund managers currently investing in digital assets intend to deploy more capital 

into the asset class by the end of 2022, and 29% of managers not yet investing in digital assets 

confirmed that they are in late-stage planning to invest or looking to invest.
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AngelBlock will allow investors to 
allocate capital directly into the fast 
growing sector of financial technologies.

This is a sign of a major shift in the world of finance and investments. It would be incorrect to further

the narrative that we are witnessing a new market being born as this market has become well

established, is in the midst of exponential and steady growth, amassing exponential adoption with

no signs of stopping or slowing down.

Bitcoin (and Digital Assets in general) represent the fastest growing asset class of the last decade.

We don’t see this trend changing anytime soon. In forming AngelBlock, we’re doubling down on our

bet that crypto will dwarf the existing financial system in the next decade or two.
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Traditional fundraising is clunky, inefficient, and many traditional VCs simply “don’t get” crypto at 

this stage. Lack of understanding of crypto by VCs leads to a misshapen topography of the crypto 

landscape. If you only invest in things that have worked in the past, you won’t play a part in creating 

the future. 

 

You’ve heard this story multiple times. Hundreds of cold emails and phone calls. Unable to get a 

meeting or your foot in the door to sweet talk a VC or investor with your startup’s future hanging 

in the balance. As founders and executives from all walks of life, we’ve been there too. Now we’re 

creating a platform that will ensure that no one has to go through that entire ordeal again. 

 

Many VCs simply piggyback on the deals of other investors and ask questions like “who else is 

taking part in the round?” are often make or break. Don’t have an all-star fund or investor that’s 

interested and leading a raise in your project? Until now, that could have been the final nail in the 

startup coffin. 

With traditional fundraising, a startup is at the whim of large-scale, institutional players that control 

valuations and term sheets. Startups are expected to grow exponentially, in a pace not necessarily 

adjusted to the market they develop in or capabilities of the team, but to the expectations and 

milestones, set forth by the VC. Their approach to businesses they support is often different than 

Issues with VCs

“Venture Capital is a Marketing 
business disguised as a Finance 
business” 
– Alex Lieberman

Fundraising is Broken03. 
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the one of funders. For Founders, their startup is the product of their hard work and sacrifices; its 

survival is critical and growth necessary. VCs approach in most cases is just “statistical” – they are 

betting on 10 companies, 9 are expected to fail so one is expected to grow aggressively to cover all 

the losses. Such an approach reduces startups to positions in spreadsheets and puts unnecessary 

and potentially lethal pressure not only to succeed but to succeed spectacularly. Funds invested in 

startups are jet fuel for their growth and as you put it behind a startup, if you pressure too much, 

things can blow up. For VCs, it does not matter as long as statistically they make a profit. It matters 

to the funders, it will matter to all of us at AngelBlock.

 

On top of that the COVID-19 pandemic has shown us that more and more of business is moving 

online – “sit-downs” with VCs, community building and networking needed to be upgraded to  

accommodate moving more business related matters into the digital space. 

 

This leads to many great ventures not surviving, not because they didn’t have a great product 

or couldn’t achieve product-market fit, but simply because they were unable to raise funds in an 

efficient manner before they started turning a profit. 

Crypto plays by its own rules. Don’t let 
VCs control your funding, valuations, and 
dictate the future of your venture.
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Over-complicated regulations and requirements make the fundraising process burdensome 

for startups as well as individual investors. They can lead to inefficiencies and the exclusion of 

individuals who would otherwise be valuable assets. Investments within a given jurisdiction can be 

hard to come by or burdensome legally for an investor. Moving them on-chain will remedy most of 

those issues. 

Both exits from early-stage investments and possibilities to increase one’s contribution can be 

problematic and inefficient, especially for newer investors. 

 

Many projects can’t offer their potential investors and supporters any way they can easily sell tokens 

or equities they got for their contribution or increase their engagement by buying tokens / equities 

from other investors. 

 

This discourages investors seeking “liquid assets” that they can turn to other assets should the 

need arise but also puts pressure on startups to list on exchanges – instead of focusing on bringing 

value to the equities or value and functionalities to the tokens. 

This is crypto. The name of the game is decentralization. Selling majority stakes, whether they be 

equity or tokens, to VCs carries serious risk. No single entity should have control over the majority 

of tokens or a venture. Many VC deals, especially early phase, finalize with a single actor controlling 

a majority stake in a company or token. Utilizing a platform such as AngelBlock greatly decreases 

this risk, as tokens and equity are able to achieve more decentralized distribution, better protecting 

their value and the company control remains in the hands of the founders and their teams. 

 

Giving large equity or token stake to an individual entity early on can lead to large problems down 

the road. Your architecture and protocols are decentralized, so why not your company ownership? 

Individual investors

Problems with trading tokens and equities

Risks Associated with Centralization
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Raising capital can be tricky as it is easy to underestimate the costs of execution of an idea. It occurs 

especially often if founders consist of experts only in the field of their startup, being oblivious of 

legal regulations, logistic limitations, organizational difficulties, tax and accounting issues, realities 

of consumer markets, etc.

It can be problematic in the earliest stages of development, resulting in underestimating the resources 

needed to develop an MVP or simply matching planned products to serve the current market. 

 

Starting your own company is hard. Even if you can 
secure funding the problems are just about to start. 
Numerous traps are waiting for founders along the 
way to financial self-sufficiency.

Why Startups Fail04. 
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As VCs focus mainly on the financial aspect of an endeavor, founders often lack an outside entity 

that can challenge their ideas, their business plan, suggest amendments or further investigations – 

in short, to provide a team with diverse backgrounds and a wide field of expertise to help to adjust 

the ideas, and plans. This is significant before, during and after the fundraising process.
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We’re currently undergoing a massive paradigm shift attributed mainly to two factors:

1. The disruption of traditional finance and fiat money brought about by the  

digital asset revolution.

2. A change in social and professional behavior accentuated by the COVID-19 pandemic.

 

Both of these factors are the reason why AngelBlock was conceived. Crypto startups have always 

had a more difficult time gaining access to funding for a variety of reasons. We see a glaring hole 

within the crypto space, one that we are hell-bent on fixing. 

 

AngelBlock is a platform dedicated to bringing together vetted, noteworthy crypto and FinTech 

startups with knowledgeable investors. We aim to allow frictionless providing of financing and 

support by investors to new ventures in the crypto, blockchain, and FinTech space focusing, on 

early stage investments, forming mutually beneficial networks for all parties involved.

 

The platform will cater to two types of users:

1. Investors – willing to spend their time and / or money on innovative initiatives.

2. Startups – looking to raise funds to start or develop their ideas.

 

AngelBlock.io will host a wide variety of features for both user types, and we fully understand 

that there will be users that fall into both categories. We will always look for ways to optimize our 

processes and deliver the most value to our users.

 

The platform will accommodate multiple forms of raising funds. We will begin operations offering 

three forms of fundraising: Equity, Tokens, Equity + Tokens.

5.1 A hole within the blockchain space

The Solution – AngelBlock.io05. 
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The solution for VCs dominance in crypto fundraising will be the democratization of the whole 

investment process, opening it for experienced individuals, looking to support the development of 

new ideas, often incomprehensible for investors outside crypto communities. Our dream is to build a 

platform, not for institutional investors or even “professional” investors with experience in traditional 

financing, but for people who know, follow and love innovation brought by blockchain technology.

 

AngelBlock is not and won’t be a crowdfunding platform – not everyone will be accredited to invest in 

every startup. We will balance between providing significant, qualified investors and the dispersion 

of capital between smaller contributors to avoid potential volatility of investments.

 

Apart from particular investment opportunities and platform functionality, investors will use  

AngelBlock and the support it provides after securing raises.

As we won’t onboard all investors, we will cherry-pick the startups we wish to support with even 

more scrutiny.

 

Potential startups queued for fundraising will have to undergo our due diligence process that will 

include: analysis of the work done so far, audit of legal and technical documentation, screening and 

interviewing their founders and the team, analysis of the business, challenging founders’ plans, goals 

and ideas, analysis of planned product-market fit (by our team, including our advisors specializing 

in a particular field). As we build scale, we will be looking for ways to automate this process, but will 

be very hands-on throughout the first years of operations to ensure only the highest quality startups 

are admitted. 

 

AngelBlock will cut down time on analytics and research done by investors. We will also publish the 

results of its audit processes, creating a space for startups to detail their plans and clarify concerns 

that investors may have, in order to provide appropriate conditions for making informed decisions 

by investors.

 

By narrowing down the sector and businesses listed on our platform we can ensure that the vast 

majority of listings will resonate with our target audience. Instead of catering to the entire market, 

we want to specialize in securing raises for the crypto, FinTech, and blockchain sector.

Opening for individuals

Choosing the right startups

5.2 Platform for investors
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Due to the fact that downsides of acquiring small individual investors acquired through public 

fundraising or crowdfunding are well known, we will focus on bringing startups investors who 

understand their business, the blockchain environment, and who are eager to support new ventures 

financially and through additional means for long term success.

 

Investors’ experience will be determined and analyzed by AngelBlock, focusing not so much on 

traditional investment expertise, but their relation with blockchain technologies and support of this 

sector. This will bring not only money to the table but also potential support, feedback and mentoring.

Entrepreneurs can spend less time raising funds and spend more time building and growing 

revolutionary technologies and solutions to shape the future of finance and digital assets. 

 

The whole team at AngelBlock believes in the crypto space and we will be looking to co-invest in 

startups along with our investors. We will provide all available support for startups before, during 

and after the fundraising stage. This will include sharing our experience and expertise in crypto 

markets, providing (or facilitating provision of) knowledge, logistic and legal support, before and 

during the fundraise. After the first funds are secured we will still offer our support, but on top of 

that we will facilitate mentoring of investors and help finding experts to hire through our Job Search 

feature.

 

We are not here only to collect money for startups, we are here to build real and lasting relations 

and provide as much support as possible. 

Providing knowledgeable investors

Providing support

5.3 Platform for startups
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The unequivocal key to AngelBlock’s success will be the work with startups that we will conduct, 

but it doesn’t start and end with just the fundraising process. Building communities around these 

startups, especially when they are in early stages will be paramount. 

 

We plan to build and support a space where users can exchange opinions, ideas, and experiences, 

to support each other, support startups and track their growth. We aim to have a space where on 

one hand startups can inform about their plans, achievements, successes, failures and problems, 

seeking guidance and support, whilst investors can support, contribute or just follow particular 

ventures. 

By using incentivized tools, we’ll be able to provide for our community (or encourage startups 

to provide) current information on startups growth, usage of funds, milestones etc., long after 

fundraising is over. 

The key elements we will facilitate and quantify will be startup activity, community audits, security and 

compliance checks, and feedback of user experience. All of the above and more will be supported 

and incentived on-chain within our platform. Our goal here is not only to properly incubate the 

venture process, but also to create an engaged community around it that is invested in the venture’s 

development.

AngelBlock will provide its users with access to the platform to sell their investments or to increase 

or acquire investment in a particular venture post raise. We will build a compliant secondary 

marketplace where tokenized shares of startups that have raised funds with us will be made 

available to qualifying AngelBlock investors.

5.4 In-Platform Community Building

5.5 Platform for exchanging investments
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AngelBlock takes into account that market cycles change investor sentiment. We can see from 

the current bull-run that investor sentiment switches focus to a more token and digital asset-heavy 

one. The number of TGE’s increases and investors are more likely to participate in them. During 

bear markets, a lot of fair-weather investors are shaken out by a change in sentiment, leading to 

more long-term plays, usually in the form of considering more equity-based investments in crypto 

startups. The undeniable unique selling point of the AngelBlock platform is that we are able to cater 

to both types of investors and market sentiments all in one place. Bull and Bear cycles will only 

truly influence the amount of specific offering types that will be present on our platform and not the 

viability of the platform itself. 

 

AngelBlock will be a “safe haven” during a bull market where numerous fundraising ventures arise, 

not because they have actual potential but because they follow the trend hoping to monetize on the 

blockchain market success. In those cycles, we will provide investors with vetted opportunities that 

we checked with unchanged scrutiny, saving them from wasting time on numerous shady projects 

that tend to rise in such cycles.

 

During bear market cycles, where investors are less focused on short-term gains, we will offer  

investment in equities of new ventures, providing opportunity to more long-term investment 

based on more fundamental and “traditional” bases. This will also act as good crypto exposure for  

non-crypto savvy investors.

5.6 The Cycle Resistant Model
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In order to make AngelBlock a hassle-free and efficient platform, we want to cut out as much 

bureaucracy as possible. Investors will be able to sign necessary documents using their ETH private 

key to cut out all printing, signing, scanning, and other redundancies wherever possible. 

DeFi is not some fad that will fade, but rather a new paradigm that is just beginning to unfold. 

Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) require fundraising much like traditional startups. 

That is why we will offer a seamless way to raise funds by allowing investors to take place in token 

based raises, with:

Imagine being one of the earlier investors in Facebook, Uber, or Airbnb. You got in on the ground 

floor, garnered some bragging rights and a stellar return. Investing in the next unicorn via 

AngelBlock will carry those benefits too, but we’re not stopping there.

The AngelBlock platform will also generate Non Fungible Tokens at milestone events, commemorating 

the achievements for both startups and investors while generating additional value for both sides 

of the raise. We think a Coinbase Series A NFT would be pretty cool, but time doesn’t work that 

way. But we will make sure that the next visionary startup, Unicorn, or even Decacorn will be 

commemorated with an NFT based digital asset - essentially, an investment based work of art, that 

will be shared, traded, and perused with envy from that one friend that was going to invest along 

with you, but never got around to it. 

• Digital, automized fundraising for token-based raises - all on blockchain

• ETH public address will be used to whitelist on our platform

• Specific ETH public address will be correlated to a KYC’d investor

• This will allow the ETH address to take part in protocol-based raises

• No need for trust, escrows

• Ease of use and administrative clarity for investors

5.7 Platform of innovation

5.8 Investment Based NFT Generation
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With the launch of the AngelBlock web platform, we are incredibly excited to announce the native 

fungible erc20 token of the project, the Tholos Token ($THOL). The token itself will be an integral 

part of the platform, allowing for users to participate in AngelBlock’s governance, influencing 

development, gaining access to additional features and more.

At the time of the Token Generation Event (TGE), the Tholos Token will have the following 

functionality:

Some additional utility will be implemented after Token Generation Event:

• Token Staking – earning deflationary APY in exchange for nominating Validators of Startups

• Gaining access to the AngelBlock platform and AngelBlock community

• Additional privileges based on the amount of tokens held in wallet

• Additional forms of raising capital via token

• Priority deals and exclusive listings

• xTHOL based governance model

• Community building incentivization

• Rewards for completing task / ticket / contribution by the community members for startups

• Offer rewards for submitting / fixing security issues and loopholes in tokenomics of Startups

• THOL collateralized borrowing for investment

• Liquidity sourcing - Creating new liquidity pools with $THOL in pair

• Incentivizing user activity to support listed Startups

6.1 Tholos Token

Holy Guacamole! Introducing the Tholos Token06. 
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The Tholos Token is designed to be always in a state of demand from our platform’s users on 

both sides (investors as well as startups) looking to raise funds. The token itself will be capped at 

480,000,000 tokens.

Metcalfe’s law states that the value of a given network is proportional to the square of the number 

of users on the network. With the Tholos token being hard-capped, we see the value within the 

AngelBlock network growing proportionally to the number of users on our platform.

Diagram is for illustration purposes and should not be perceived as an investment advice
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One of the main revenue streams for AngelBlock will be a % success fee after the completion of a 

successful raise.

The charged fee will be divided in three parts:

• 50% will be AngelBlock’s part of the fee and will constitute its income

• 25% will be used to reward the Validators of the Startups

• 25%  will be used to buy tholos tokens from the market to replenish the treasury used for the 

payments of staking rewards

• Make good due diligence – otherwise on rugpulls they won’t get whole remuneration

• “moderate” the voting and milestones – engage with the community, motivate startups etc. 

AngelBlock’s part of the fee will be programmed on smart contract and it is charged as soon as the 

fundraise for startup is finished, regardless of vesting milestones etc.

25% of the collected fee will be paid to Validators as a remuneration for their due diligence 

process of the startup to ensure the quality of accepted projects. At first the only Validator will be 

the AngelBlock. In later iterations of the Platform we will allow listing of different validators – like 

physical persons, first pre approved by AngelBlock. This will provide a smooth transition to a fully 

decentralized startup due diligence model.

Validators will receive remuneration as milestones are achieved and vesting periods for investors 

completed. Validators will be motivated to:

6.2 Tholos Token and Business Model Integration
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We began the Private Sale portion of the token sale in Q3 of 2021. After the private sale is concluded, 

the token will be made available for purchase via liquidity pool on a decentralized exchange. 

The Private Sale is conducted based on individually concluded SAFTs - Simple Agreement for Future 

Tokens. In order to provide security for investors and compliance for the process, token distribution 

will be executed via a platform made available on AngelBlock.io. To register on the platform a unique 

registration code will be generated and investors will have to complete a verification process.

Token purchases will be made available in five currencies:

The Private Sale will be divided into two separate stages in order to ensure maximum token 

distribution and combat the potential of a small group of holders controlling the majority of the 

token supply. 

7.1 Private Sale

Token Sale07. 
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• Phase 1 - Friends & Family

• Phase 2 - External larger contributors & institutions

• Community Phase - individual community members with tickets from 1,000 USD to 15,000 USD

7.2 Token Allocation
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• 10% of the Tokens released after 2 month following the TGE

• 10% of the Tokens released after 3 month following the TGE

• 10% of the Tokens released after 4 month following the TGE

• 10% of the Tokens released after 5 month following the TGE

• 10% of the Tokens released after 6 month following the TGE

• 10% of the Tokens released after 7 month following the TGE

• 10% of the Tokens released after 8 month following the TGE

• 10% of the Tokens released after 9 month following the TGE

• 10% of the Tokens released after 10 month following the TGE

• 10% of the Tokens released after 11 month following the TGE

All contributors from the Community Phase will be subject to the following vesting periods:

Tokens in Private Sale will be sold based on individual agreements concluded with each investor. 

The agreements will establish a lockup period which will be unilateral for all investors regardless of 

the size of the contribution. The total allocation for the private sale is 140,310,000 Tholos Tokens.

All contributors made during the Phase 1 and 2 of the Private Sale will be subject to the following 

vesting periods:

7.3 Tholos Token Lock-ups and Vesting Periods

Private Sale Tokens

Community Phase Tokens

•  25% of Tokens within 1 month following the TGE

•  15% of Tokens within 3 months following the TGE

•  15% of Tokens within 5 months following the TGE

•  15% of Tokens within 8 months following the TGE

•  10% of Tokens within 12 months following the TGE

•  10% of Tokens within 15 months following the TGE

•  10% of Tokens with 18 months following the TGE
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Team tokens will be locked up and distributed only upon a two-factor completion of events:  

time-based & price appreciation of tokens.

 

15% of tokens allotted to team members will be distributed at the 6-month mark from 6 months  

after the Token Generation Event10.

Another 15% of team tokens will be released and distributed only after the price of THOL reaches 

$1.00 USD, which would translate into an increase of 12.5x from the final private sale round price 

of $0.08 per token. 

The final 70% of team tokens will be locked up for a period of 2 years (24 months) after the Token 

Generation Event and will not be accessible to the team or company for the duration of the time.

Team Tokens

10 In theory, if a team member was allotted 0.75% of the token supply, then only 15% of the 0.75% will be unlocked after 6 months. Meaning that if the team 
member is entitled to 5,025,000 THOL total for his or her work, they will only receive 753,750 after the initial period of 6 months.

Advisory tokens will be subjected only to time-based lock-ups. The first batch of Advisory Tokens 

will be released 2 months after the TGE and will follow the below timeline:

• 2 months after TGE - 10% of THOL distributed

• 4 months after TGE - 15% of THOL distributed

• 6 months after TGE - 20% of THOL distributed

• 9 months after TGE - 25% of THOL distributed

• Remaining 30% will be distributed at a rate of 1% per week for 30 weeks.

Advisory Tokens
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Tokens left in Treasury will be used as a community-building incentive and will be distributed to 

users of AngelBlock for their predefined activities and actions. Should assets held in Treasury fall 

below a certain threshold AngelBlock will buy repurchase tokens from the secondary market. 

14% of Tokens will be allocated in DEX Liquidity Pool – as announced by AngelBlock in detail on 

further notice. AngelBlock or its affiliates will not be the “owners” or the governing entity of the 

liquidity pools or the author of a smart contract on which it will be based. 

 

Once the Token Generation Event is conducted, no additional Tholos tokens will ever be 

generated.

7.4 Token Supply
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7.5 Use of Proceeds
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The AngelBlock NFT are ERC721 tokens that provide their holders with utility features on the 

AngelBlock platform as well as other benefits which will be periodically assessed in roadmap 

updates. The collection consists of 6,900 unique tokens and it will be released for minting in two 

batches in order to optimize the distribution among users and capitalize on marketing potential.

Holders will own the IP to the tokens enabling them to creatively utilize the NFTs outside of the 

AngelBlock ecosystem. The team strongly believes that NFTs are a key part of the ethos of Web 

3.0 and could possibly be used to develop a brand in order to attract users and provide a gateway 

to ownership of the platform. 

Mint price for the first batch is set at 0.069 ETH. The price of the second batch will be determined 

after considering market conditions and the trade volume of the first batch secondary market. 

The NFTs will be used not only as a branding mechanism for AngelBlock but also as an additional 

revenue stream - every secondary market transaction will generate an additional 4.2 % fee. 

The funds raised from the AngelBlock NFT mint and secondary sales will be utilized to fund the 

endeavors in publications of the roadmap. 

7.6 NFT
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AngelBlock is on a long-term mission. We are conducting a token sale that will create the largest 

decentralized network of investors, shaping the future of the digital assets and financial technologies 

space. We want all who believe that investment banking and venture capital can be changed for the 

better to join us in our mission.

We are on a mission to create the largest decentralized investment network that will benefit the 

entire digital assets space.

Our mission is simple: generate as much value for future 
startups within the digital assets ecosystem in the 
easiest and most frictionless way, while giving investors 
access to exclusive deals yielding high returns and 
saving time. We want to shape the future of crypto by 
making the lives of future founders, entrepreneurs, and 
investors easier and more efficient. 

Our Mission09. 
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Alex has focused on crypto and crypto-based startups for the last 6+ years. He’s passionate about 

the way that blockchain can impact the world as a whole and change the way people think of value 

and its transfer. 

A former crypto-fiat exchange executive, Alex has years of management and operations experience 

and has helped companies navigate the ever-changing regulatory landscape. He has worked as 

a blockchain consultant for one of the largest FMCG companies in Europe, led various projects 

through obtaining regulatory licenses in the crypto space, and has been an active advisor and 

investor in numerous crypto and FinTech projects.

Most recently he has advised successful companies such as Gamerhash and Aleph Zero. 

Passionate about DeFi, Bitcoin, NFTs, decentralization, open-source projects, individual sovereignty, 

and the New Orleans Saints.

Alex Strześniewski 
Founder & CEO

https://twitter.com/Alex_Strz

www.linkedin.com/in/alexstrzesniewski

The Future is Decentralized 
and Open Source.
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Dawid graduated his law studies in 2010 at the University of Wrocław. He subsequently achieved the 

highest score in his year through passing the Attorney-at-law Bar exam in 2014. Dawid specializes 

in commercial law, focusing on international regulations of new technologies (including FinTech 

and Blockchain), and has extensive business advisory and litigation experience. 

He has also supplemented his range of skills in the legal world with risk management courses 

through the Ernest and Young Academy of Business, along with Anti-Money Laundering regulatory 

training approved by the Malta Financial Services Authority. Dawid has been a certified Anti-Money 

Laundering Specialist through the Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering Specialists 

(ACAMS) since 2020.

Dawid has specialized experience within the Blockchain space as he held the position of Head of 

Legal at an International Cryptocurrency exchange for a two year period prior to joining AngelBlock. 

He is ahead of his field with regards to regulatory knowledge and application within this space.

In love with blockchain, excited to 
see the FinTech revolution happening 
in front of his eyes. 

Dawid Wasilewski 
Co-founder & CLO

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dawid-wasilewski-222417165/
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Marcin had his first successful startup launch in junior high school and since then he’s been a 

mainstay of hackathons, competitions and pioneered development that lead him to running the 

blockchain department in one of the larger software houses on the European market. 

He’s in love with open source, denationalization of currencies and distributed computing. He believes 

in on-chain governance, decentralized autonomous agencies and is a fan of genetic engineering. 

He has worked so far with many blockchains (L1 and L2) and cryptocurrencies within various 

projects across years in the software house. He’s a person who can’t wait to discuss designs of 

crypto-economic engineering.

One of Marcin’s latest works was dedicated to improving the speed of pharmaceutical drug delivery 

(for which he was awarded a title as one of the #itheroes) and another one where he contributed to 

one of the upcoming DeFi option trading AMMs. One of the Seals #ARF

Marcin Majchrzak 
Co-founder & CTO

https://github.com/Mc01  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mc01

What is decentralized may never die.
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Max joins AngelBlock as our Chief Operating Officer. He is an extroverted finance professional that 

is passionate about technology and its positive impact on people’s lives. 

Max was formerly at 0x Labs where he served as Head of Finance leading several Finance and 

Operations initiatives. While there, 0x raised a $15M Series A with Pantera Capital and a $70M 

Series B with Greylock Partners. He also advises various crypto startups including Aleph Zero 

Foundation, a blockchain platform with private smart contracts. Before crypto he had worked in 

FP&A for almost a decade at several companies in Silicon Valley.

Max Torres
Chief Operating Officer

https://twitter.com/3MaxTorres

https://www.linkedin.com/in/maxaotorres/
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Leith has joined us in the role of Chief Financial Officer after having years of experience in corporate 

finance, audit, investment banking, and most recently the co-founding of a venture capital firm 

called Diamond Atlas. He is a registered CA(SA) under the professional body of South African 

Institute of Chartered Accountants (SAICA). 

His passions lie in decentralized finance and product innovation, with the objective of synergizing 

Web3 technology with traditional industries for a more productive future. Leith has also experienced 

a decorated sporting career as an Olympic Athlete, World Championship and Commonwealth 

Games medallist. His competitive nature, along with his drive for success and teamwork, make him 

an excellent fit for the AngelBlock team.

Leith Shankland
Chief Financial Officer

https://twitter.com/leithshank_tank

https://www.linkedin.com/in/leith-james-shankland-ca-sa-oly-588393b2/
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Kate is responsible for managing marketing and communications at AngelBlock. Involved in media, 

film, and theater from a young age – learning about these worlds from the artistic and production 

side – she gained experience, which allowed her to start working in marketing more than six years 

ago. 

Her fascination with new technologies, an artistic approach to life, and a creative head allow her 

to work with artists, startups, and FinTechs on branding, communication strategies, events, and 

all promotional activities. Kate has been active in the blockchain industry since 2018 when she 

managed the PR & Marketing department at one of the international crypto exchanges. She also 

worked with 360° marketing agencies, cultural institutions, software houses, and clients worldwide. 

In 2021 she formed a creative studio for marketing and branding.

She believes deeply that business and art should go hand in hand, thus noting the great potential of 

decentralization in talent development and the influence of blockchain technology on people’s lives. 

Kate Pergoł
PR & Marketing Manager

https://twitter.com/KatePergie

https://www.linkedin.com/in/katarzyna-p-9193a3114/
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Marcin is a passionate Product Manager that is a specialist within the blockchain industry. Marcin 

has 4 years of experience working with multiple startups at different stages of development as 

Product Manager, as well as Delivery Manager at 10Clouds.

Currently Marcin also works with Earnity, a Silicon Valley-based startup. He’s experienced in 

combining business vision and user needs in order to facilitate the optimal software product delivery 

process. He draws motivation from working with equally passionate people who are specialized 

and experienced in their area and helps them develop their potential. 

Marcin Stępniak 
Chief Of Product

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcin-st%C4%99pniak-74b347b4/
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Rafał is a software engineer fascinated with TypeScript and React. His adventure of web application 

development began over eight years ago with a real estate project developed by a small “startup-

like” company. Since then he has worked in many different organizations - ranging from small 

companies to large global corporations. He has developed applications used in various industries, 

including healthcare, real estate, insurance, and telecommunications, to mention a few. 

He focuses primarily on developing well-optimized and easy-to-use applications with outstanding 

performance and great visuals. He has experience working on large-scale distributed systems and 

recently got a chance to create and maintain a built in-house, full-featured design system. He often 

serves a technical lead role, being the main point of contact for anything front-end related. 

Rafał Majchrzak 
Lead Frontend Engineer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rafal2228/

https://github.com/Rafal2228
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Python and solidity developer with over six years of experience. 

Interested in IT since primary school, writing batch scripts on paper during lessons. In high school, 

he started developing his skills in robotics, winning tournaments with his homemade robots. He 

spent his free time on programming camps and algorithmic competitions. To this day he is interested 

in solving problems on hackathons (won quite a few of them) and contests such as google code 

jam. Holds Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science.

Passionate about algorithms and code optimizations. In his free time he’s building robots, IoT, and 

electronics projects, besides that he is a well-experienced hitchhiker.

Piotr Jaroszewski 
Lead Backend Engineer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/piotr-jaroszewski
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Mikołaj is a spirited Python developer and aspiring DevOps engineer who is devoted to solving 

business problems and programming puzzles. He holds a Master’s degree in Mechatronics and 

Robotics. During his years of professional experience he has worked for various projects in the 

areas of IoT, Digital Health, DeFi and Crypto as well as, Data Lake projects and a Polish government 

app. He is also a certified barista and in his spare time enjoys rock climbing, playing badminton and 

running.

Mikołaj Okrzesa
Backend Engineer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mikołaj-o-83b05318b/
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Iga has a 12 years-long record of improving companies’ efficiency, coordinating and executing  

long-term operational strategies. 

In early 2019 her expertise landed her a position as Director of Sales of crypto-related products. 

She kept close to new technologies ever since.

She effectively coordinated and managed diverse groups of different specialists (artists, managers, 

lawyers, marketing specialists, programmers, etc.) in different fields - from media and sports to IT 

and blockchain. Her interpersonal and organizational skills, again and again, proved indispensable 

in the successful execution of complex long-term endeavors. 

Loved by her coworkers – both superiors and subordinates. Always willing to help, never afraid of 

challenges. Truly a woman who could get you out of a 3rd-world prison.

Iga Łyczba  
Director of Operations

https://www.linkedin.com/in/iga-%C5%82yczba/
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Matt makes sure that every process in AngelBlock is solved clearly for the user. Designer, advocate 

of crypto adoption, always finding a balance between user welfare, business aspects and aesthetic 

aspects.

Co-founder of the Properly Studio.

He has designed a whole game of financial products, from classic fintechs, to exchanges, both DEX 

and CEX, to DeFi solutions. He has collaborated with Ramp and TrueFi, among others startups and 

protocols from around the world.

In his spare time he’s a photographer, nomad and traveler. Balkans are his second home.

Mateusz Piątek  
Head of Product Design

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mateusz-pi%C4%85tek-8217a1b3/
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Damian is obsessed with pretty things. Designer with 10+ years of experience. Crypto enthusiast 

with an emphasis on NFTs.  At AngelBlock, in addition to creating our entire NFT collection, he is 

responsible for designing and overseeing the purely visual aspects such as branding, typography, 

scenes and 3D materials. He believes that people like pretty things, and that’s what he wants to do 

for them.

 

Currently, together with Matt, he is Co-founder of the Properly Studio. 

Previously, he was Head of Design at a major Polish software house for over 3 years. In addition, 

he has worked with many protocols and startups from around the world like Ramp and TrueFi. 

 

A former judo player, photographer, wanderer and nomad who in his spare time thinks about how 

to make something pretty again.

Damian Denis  
Head of Visual Design

https://www.linkedin.com/in/damiandenis/
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Received Ph.D. in mathematics for his work on applications of probabilistic method in combinatorics. 

During his doctoral studies, he was a beneficent of a SET project for interdisciplinary research and 

SSDNM fellowship for mathematical sciences. While his main domain is combinatorics, he is open 

to new technologies and has 4 years of experience in data science and machine learning applied in 

neuroscience research. He has been working as a freelance consultant in various areas spanning 

from mathematical modeling to deep learning.

Adam Gągol, Ph.D. 
Co-Founder & CTO of Aleph Zero

Artur Pszczółkowski
CMO & Co-Founder of GamerHash

https://www.linkedin.com/in/arturpszczolkowski/

Artur held the position of Head of Digital in a Swiss-based global corporation. He has a broad 

international & corporate background (>15Y), wide expertise in planning & executing global online 

activities. He founded the Swiss-Polish Blockchain Association & Polish Blockchain Chamber. Also, 

he is a member of CryptoValley Association & London Blockchain Foundation. Artur is an Oxford 

Alumni of Blockchain Strategy Programme. 
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Adella Toulon-Foerster
Crypto Lawyer, Founder, Entrepreneur

Patryk Pusch
CEO & Co-Founder of GamerHash

https://www.linkedin.com/in/adellatoulon/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/patryk-pusch

Adella co-Founded and ran a digital gold exchange in 2001 and built white-labeled online  

gold-backed payment systems. Naturally, the concept of a technology that forms the basis of the 

money ecosystem which uses immutability, was a seamless progression.

Adella is a legal and financial professional passionate about Bitcoin, cryptocurrencies, the blockchain, 

and the budding legislation and regulation surrounding those new technologies. After all, given the 

lessons learned after the PATRIOT Act, understanding the legislative climate under which building 

cutting-edge financial services and platforms can be the difference between success and failure. 

This has been the focus of Adella’s career since her work with digital gold currencies in the early 

2000’s. Since then, she has held roles ranging from Founder to regulatory arbitrage ninja.

An expert and pioneer in mining, Patryk has been a serial founder of gaming, affiliative, and VR 

projects for several years. Cryptocurrencies have been present in his life, since 2013 when he 

started building his first mining rigs.
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Technology marketer with 10 years of professional experience. Involved in various public relations 

and marketing projects for ING, Samsung, Sony, Olympus, and Nikon. Antoni gained experience 

at the Corporate Communications department of ABB in Zurich while employed at Admind Agency, 

the largest Polish branding firm. Before joining In’saneLab as VP of Marketing, he worked as an 

inbound marketer for Brand24 and Codewise, the 2nd-fastest growing company in Europe according 

to The Financial Times. Member of American Marketing Association. At Aleph Zero, he combines 

the roles of COO and CMO, as well as taking care of the organizational culture.

Earned a Ph.D. in Mathematics in the field of Numerical Algebraic Geometry from Colorado 

State University. A Simons-Berkeley Fellow and also an IBM Center of Excellence Fellow in High 

Performance Computing at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Has been actively involved in the 

DLT space since 2014. Has provided consultation to numerous projects related to security, and 

consensus models, cryptographic schemes, as well as applying sound business and technological 

models for projects in the DLT space.

Antoni Zolciak
Co-Founder & COO of Aleph Zero

Matthew Niemerg
Co-Founder of Aleph Zero

https://twitter.com/matthewniemerg

https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthew-niemerg/
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Ben Kream is a Product Manager at 0x Labs, where he focuses on building tooling that allows 

professional trading firms to participate in DeFi, alongside AMMs.  Some of his key projects at 

0x include Gasless Trading, Request-for-Quote systems, and research into MEV and slippage 

protection.  Prior to joining 0x Labs, Ben was a Product Manager at Morgan Stanley, with a special 

focus on the E*Trade suite of products.  Before pivoting fully into product management, Ben spent 

most of his career as a derivatives trader in New York and Chicago.  Ben is especially passionate 

about participating in crypto’s “rubber-meets-the-road” moment, and extending DeFi to the brick-

and-mortar economy.

Nicholas Merten is the founder of both DataDash, one of the largest cryptocurrency YouTube channels 

with over 485,000 subscribers, and Digifox, the first major app giving nearly 1 billion people the 

ability to receive a portion or all of their income in the form of crypto. Being an international speaker, 

thought-leader, and crypto analyst in the space, he has utilized his over ten years of experience in 

traditional markets to understand the potential of cryptocurrencies.

Benjamin Philip Kream
Product Manager at 0x Labs

Nicholas Merten
Founder & CEO of Digifox Finance

https://www.linkedin.com/in/benkream/

https://twitter.com/Nicholas_Merten
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Cheng Yin Wang is responsible for Akash Networkfinancial operations and strategy. Previously, he 

served as the CFO for WRKSHP, a high growth San Francisco gaming startup and Refereum, a 

premier blockchain startup. Cheng spent over 8 years at premier financial institutions before founding 

and managing his own retail businesses in New York City. His experience includes extended tenures 

with Merrill Lynch, Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, and the Royal Bank of Scotland.

Prior to his work as a successful CFO and entrepreneur, Cheng was a Vice President focusing 

on debt and valuations for RBS. His financial expertise includes both equity and debt valuation, 

derivative instruments, and portfolio management.

He is a Magna Cum Laude graduate of the Macaulay Honors College at the City University of New 

York.

At Akash Network Boz Menzalji is orchestrating and scaling the operational strategy, business 

development, and infrastructure. A serial entrepreneur and business development leader, Boz has 

seen two acquisitions and previously served as GM at Refereum, a blockchain-based gaming 

rewards and marketing platform. Prior to Refereum, Boz led business development for multiple 

SaaS startups (gaming, agtech, martech and fintech), including Paydici, a billing and payments 

platform. He graduated from the University of Oregon with a B.S. in Finance.

Cheng Yin Wang
Chief Financial Officer of Akash Network

Boz Menzalji
Chief Operating Officer at Akash Network

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cheng-wang-10900621/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bmenzalji/
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Investor Verification & Access Flow
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Fundraising On AngelBlock

Currencies made available for fundraising during platform launch will be:

After sufficient market capitalization is reached, we will be adding Tholos to the list above. Market 

maturity will be key before our token is available for raises, and we will do everything we can to 

protect the newly formed Tholos market from excess volatility. After Tholos is added as one of the 

fundraising methods, it will allow for additional fundraising features to be accessed during the 

process.

• Bitcoin

• Ethereum

• BNB

• USDT

• USDC

• EUR (bank transfer)

• USD (bank transfer)

• Additional coins and tokens (to be added at a later date)

• Payment cards (to be added at a later date)
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The backbone of the technical considerations of the project was the premise that AngelBlock 

should become the largest decentralized contract based fundraising platform. We have put major 

effort into facilitating the improvement of security, transparency and equality between investors and 

startups, during and after the investment process, and those were identified as the core values we 

want to provide with our technical solution. 

Maintaining our vision through the process of establishing multi-purpose features for the platform 

is of utmost importance. The team has and will continue to look at all areas of the investment 

process, from both the buy and sell side, in order to create and maintain the most well-rounded 

product for our users possible. First and foremost, AngelBlock’s user interface and user experience 

are our priority alongside the utility of the platform. We want the platform to be easy to navigate 

and understand, with an emphasis on efficiency and practicality. The platform will be segmented 

to facilitate the different users systematically with a purpose in mind to assist in helping the user 

achieve what they set out to do on the platform. Alongside this goal, we have detailed multiple user 

functions, both from the investor and startups standpoint. These are the genesis functions planned 

for the first few versions of the platform. These are not the only functions that will be made available, 

as the platform will evolve with the project, the general consensus of the market and investor/

startup demands.

12.1 Vision

12.2 Platform Features

Technical Details12. 
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Each investor will have the opportunity to earn NFT Badges (ERC1155) after investments that 

will allow voting during Milestone-based delivery checkpoints, and allow collecting vested ERC20 

tokens from backed startups.

Investors will have access to community interaction tools, where investors could use the 

incentivization token (wTHOL / wrapped Tholos) for the following:

Borrowing will allow investors to take loans of stable-coins for depositing $THOL as collateral for 

investment purposes.

• Kitchen / Labs / Hackathons - offer funding for a project in a chosen category by an investor, 

that will win during a hackathon

• Armory / Security Bounties - offer rewards for reporting / analyzing security issues and 

loopholes in tokenomics

12.3 Investor Functions

Badges

Tools

Borrowing

Investors are able to undergo KYC verification to unlock higher investment raises than $15k USD.

KYC
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To be positively verified on AngelBlock as a project there would be a need to undergo a strict review 

process by Validators, who will perform due diligence. For the first number of projects, due diligence 

will be performed internally by the AngelBlock team. As the community expands, external validators 

will be appointed by the stakers of $THOL. 

Startups will also receive access to community building tools, that will allow them to use the 

incentivization token (wTHOL / wrapped Tholos) for the following:

Startups would be able to create new liquidity pools with $THOL in pairs as a liquidity bootstrapping 

program for projects that raise with AngelBlock. 

• Quests - offer rewards to the community for completed task / ticket / contribution

• Armory / Security Bounties - offer rewards for submitting / fixing security issues and loopholes 

in tokenomics

12.4 Startup Functions

Verification

Tools

Liquidity sourcing

Startups are able to undergo KYC verification to become marked as doxxed and receive less 

restrictive voting policies during milestone resolution. 

KYC
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12.5 Milestones

To achieve great returns on investments and expand the crypto ecosystem with quality protocols, 

we believe that transparent, continuous delivery of roadmap objectives is essential. We are aiming 

to structure this process with smart contract’s milestone-based checkpoints. This way, startups are 

incentivized to plan and budget their roadmap objectives effectively, with funding becoming available 

through achieving checkpoints, and investors are also protected from bad actors or startups that 

stall their objectives through lack of planning or expertise.

After collecting investments and closing the fundraising process, the checkpoints will give an 

opportunity for investors to audit progress made by the startup in a given milestone and vote on 

their satisfaction with delivered performance. 

Investment funds belonging to both sides of the trade (startup’s ERC20 tokens and the tokens 

invested by the investor) are securely vested during the delivery process and released to the parties 

after achieving quorum in voting, based on successful milestone evaluation periods.

Delivery

Voting

Vesting
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12.6 Staking

Anyone will be able to stake $THOL or AngelBlock NFTs to earn staking rewards. AngelBlock 

does not plan to lock, limit or take fees on staked goods. We believe a healthy ecosystem should 

incentivize users to enter and have no prerequisites if they want to exit.

Stakers will periodically receive auto-compounded $THOL (finite-supply ERC20), which yields 

an amount that will be dynamically computed based on the current available supply in Staking 

Rewards Treasury (decreasing APY%, that will raise after each successful raise / $THOL buyback 

by the team, as well as any unstaking). Additionally, in the future, we plan to add a governance 

token (xTHOL) as an additional reward for stakers for further influence over the project proposals. 

Stakers will be able to delegate the voting power of their staked tokens / NFTs to Validators, who 

will choose startups for the listing on the platform and perform their due diligence.

Inclusivity

Rewards

Delegation
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12.7 Validators

Requirements to participate in the election are staked $THOL tokens and AngelBlock NFTs. Each 

month, validators will be re-elected based on user voting through delegation of their staked tokens 

for the chosen candidate. The Top 50 candidates are chosen as new validators and have the 

possibility of validating on the platform. 

Validators are responsible for performing due diligence for new startups that are aiming to perform 

fundraising on AngelBlock. With each milestone completed validators will receive part of the reward. 

For weak due diligence and allowing poor quality startups, validators are at risk of slashing and 

losing part of their staked assets (and part of delegation power from users). 

Election

Due Diligence

Slashing
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12.8 NFTs

AngelBlock NFTs will strongly accompany building of the platform and utility will evolve over time. 

We strongly believe that each NFT represents different dimensions of value:

Since utility in AngelBlock NFTs plays a huge role, we plan to continuously add and reveal so-called 

“hidden traits” that might impact how NFTs are valued. Due to the fact the different rarity calculators 

tend to have different formulas and solely work with visual NFT traits (and not necessarily update 

computation results over time), we will prepare an official rarity calculator. 

We will track the floor price on NFT marketplaces with dedicated Oracle, which will dictate staking 

effectiveness / rewards, based on the ratio between the value of $THOL and the floor of individual 

traits of AB NFTs. 

NFT Value

Rarity calculation

Floor Oracle

• Art - beauty is relative and the same goes for the choice of identity (we might support different 

NFT PFPs for dark and light mode)

• Rarity - which can drive the price of most uncommon NFTs

• Experience - for us each NFT is an equal piece of the universe we want to build. AngelBlock 

NFTs will allow holders to receive swag, access events or receive special invites from the team 

for particular NFTs 
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12.9 Activity

We want to build a place that incentivizes mutual interactions between users and we believe that 

one of the strengths behind great startups is a great community.

Each user that is active on the platform is able to accumulate Activity Tokens (wTHOL, stored and 

transferred off-chain), that could be used to gas-lessly boost startup on the dApp. 

Boosted startups will be rewarded with wrapped Tholos (wTHOL, off-chain), that could be used to 

directly interact with users through community-building tools or be offered as an additional reward 

to investors.

Both startups and investors can spend wrapped Tholos to incentivize the community to perform 

certain actions by offering them a bounty (wTHOL, on-chain), that upon completion will award 

users with an equal amount of $THOL from AngelBlock Treasury. 

Activity Tokens

Staked Activity Tokens

Wrapped Tholos
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12.10 Tokens

The following below are the types of tokens we plan to 
facilitate within the AngelBlock ecosystem:

• $THOL (Tholos token)  - the main token in terms of monetary value and core ERC20 of 

AngelBlock. Earned as a reward from staking or community-building tools for most active users 

on the platform. 

• wTHOL (Wrapped Tholos) - correlated incentivization asset aimed to be utilized for cross-

user interactions on the platform and essentially allowing the acquiring of $THOL from the 

AngelBlock Treasury for activity and participation by most active users. 

• xTHOL - a future governance token, whose emissions and treasury will be fully controlled and 

governed by a DAO. This is planned as an additional reward from the staking program that will 

allow participation in growth and development of AngelBlock and its ecosystem. 

• AngelBlock NFTs - a collection of ERC721 tokens that will accompany AngelBlock long 

term, remain tightly integrated with the platform and strongly evolve over time by consistently 

revealing “hidden traits” during the growth of the application. 

• Badges - ERC1155 certificates unlocked by investors after fundraising, strictly connected with 

project and amount invested. Will equally conform to voting during startup milestone evaluation 

and the amount of released project’s ERC20.
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12.11 Architecture

AngelBlock is a responsive web application hosted on IPFS, that will mainly support authentication 

by crypto wallets and forward co-signed user requests to smart contracts. Our language of choice 

for everything on the frontend side is TypeScript - we have a few bits in pure JS, but all application/

test code is written TS. From the libraries/tools point of view we’re using:

Frontend

• NX (https://nx.dev/) to organize code in monorepo and share build tools configuration

• Next.js (https://nextjs.org/) as a meta framework to build apps with React - all apps are 

exported statically as multi-page apps

• Cypress (https://www.cypress.io/) to write integration and (in the future) e2e tests

• Storybook (https://storybook.js.org/) to showcase components and as a basis for some 

integration tests and visual regression tests (run by loki - https://loki.js.org/)

• Vanilla extract (https://vanilla-extract.style/) - as a basis for our own design system and as 

the main tool to handle styling with CSS in various apps

• framer motion (https://www.framer.com/developers/) - as a tool to create all complex 

animations/transitions

• eslint (https://eslint.org/) - to handle linting

• prettier (https://prettier.io/) - to ensure common code format

• many other libraries that are quite popular in the React ecosystem - this includes, but is not 

limited to:

 • https://mdxjs.com/

 • https://react-hook-form.com/

 • https://popper.js.org/

 • https://plate.udecode.io/

 • https://github.com/Uniswap/web3-react

 • https://github.com/axios/axios

 • https://docs.ethers.io/v5/

 • https://date-fns.org/

 • and many others
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In the short term, AngelBlock will be a centralized, off-chain back-office hosted on AWS, but in the 

long term we plan to decentralize the governance and migrate to one of the  L2s / L1s (with privacy 

enhanced features like Aleph Zero)  that fit our needs and facilitate our goals for decentralization, 

without impacting our uptime or user satisfaction). Initially AngelBlock will be responsible for user 

verification (KYC / AML) and startup validation (end to end process dedicated to illuminating the 

space with worthy users).  Below are the tools and platforms we are using for backend development:

Backend

 • Docker + docker-compose (https://www.docker.com/ / https://docs.docker.com/

compose/) - organizes the microservices in the local environment and for development 

purposes

 • Python 3.10 + Django + DRF (https://www.python.org/ / https://www.djangoproject.com/ 

/ https://www.django-rest-framework.org/) - framework setup that is the base structure for 

the entire backend project

 • Swagger (https://swagger.io/) - APIs schema description provider

 • PostgreSQL 13 (https://www.postgresql.org/) - database engine

 • AWS + Github Actions + Jenkins + ArgoCD + Kubernetes - is our CI and CD automation of 

our remote environments application setup

 • Pytest + FactoryBoy + MyPy + Black + Isort + Flake8 + Coverage - to perform tests and 

quality assurance of our code base

 • Sentry (https://sentry.io/) - error tracking and performance insights

 • Web3 + eth-account (https://github.com/ethereum/web3.py / https://github.com/

ethereum/eth-account) - blockchain integrations

 • Pydantic (https://pydantic-docs.helpmanual.io/) - DTOs and schema validation helpers

 • Simple JWT (https://django-rest-framework-simplejwt.readthedocs.io/en/latest/) - tools 

for authentication
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We plan to support EVM and Aleph Zero environments. 
For our MVP our target is Ethereum, which codebase 
will focus on:

Smart contracts

• modular / extendable design

• permissioned and controlled upgradability

• incentivisation framework for platform’s actors

• security and risk management of funds

• administration driven by DAO

• Docker + docker-compose (hardhat node)

• TheGraph (hardhat-graph plugin)

• IPFS (TheGraph backend and NFT storage)

• Postgres (TheGraph dependency)

• Node.js + Typescript + Typechain

• Hardhat framework with following plugins:

• Waffle (tests)

• Dodoc (documentation)

• Etherscan (verification)

• ABI exporter

• Contract sizer

• Gas reporter

• Solidity coverage

• Graph plugin (subgraph generation)

• Smock (mocking suite)

• Alchemy provider

• Ethers.js

• OpenZeppelin contracts

• Mustache / Mocha / Chai

• Foundry (fuzzy testing suite)

Tech stack:
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12.12 Tokenomics

MVP
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Post MVP
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Summary
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Final
Details

13. 

AngelBlock White Paper Version 2.0
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Our team has extensive knowledge of building secure systems. We’ve worked on or run everything 

from cryptocurrency exchanges, fiat ramps, payment processes, just to name a few. Security will be 

key on AngelBlock.io – and it starts with things as small as enforced two-factor authentication and 

ending on cold-storage multisig wallets. We understand that security is not only what we do as a 

company, but also what we ask our users to do and the knowledge that we impart to them. 

We will be using multiple wallets and adhering to the highest standards of custodianship. Treasury 

funds are a safety measure to ensure operability in case of a business threatening hack or other 

such event. Treasury funds are also there to ensure capital flow in case of a bad actor (investor 

or startup). We will perform smart contract and protocol audits, as well as penetration testing to 

ensure safety of funds and for users. When AngelBlock will start turning a profit, we will periodically 

re-purchase Tholos at market prices and transfer them to our treasury.

We will require users to go through KYC and AMLand will be adhering to all applicable laws and 

regulations. That being said, cryptocurrencies and the digital assets space are relatively new, with 

many regulators and financial institutions simply not fully understanding it yet. We will use our prior 

knowledge to make sure that regulators are not attempting to enforce archaic laws taken from 

traditional financial markets and attempting to enforce them in a way that is not adequate. We have 

vast experience in discussing such matters with multiple regulators from various jurisdictions and 

have often been able to explain to them differences in scope they were previously unable to see. 

We plan on continuing to discuss potential and existing regulations with respective regulators, 

ensuring that our business model is compliant and does not fall under laws that are archaic with 

no application to blockchain technology and crypto as a whole. We will be maximally flexible while 

staying fully compliant. 

13.1 Security & Risk

13.2 Compliance

Additional Considerations13. 
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13.3 Tholos Token & Sale Overview
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Legal
Disclaimers

14. 
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If Tholos Token will be made available for sale or presale, we do not recommend purchasing it for speculative 
investment purposes. Tholos Tokens are not designed for investment purposes and should not be considered as a 
type of investment. 

We recommend you consult a legal, financial, tax, or other professional advisor(s) or experts for further guidance prior 
to considering future purchase of the Tholos Tokens.

While we make every reasonable effort to ensure that all information in this White Paper and available on the website 
angelblock.io is accurate and up to date, such materials in no way constitute professional advice or binding offer.

The Company does not recommend that you purchase Tokens unless you have prior experience with cryptographic 
tokens, blockchain-based software, and distributed ledger technology and unless you have taken independent 
professional advice.

Citizens, nationals, residents (tax or otherwise), and/or green card holders of: 

a) the United States of America,
b) “call for action” jurisdictions as defined by the Financial Action Task Force,
c)  countries recognized by the European Commission, based on Article 9 of Directive (EU) 2015/849,  
 as high risk, with weak anti-money laundering and terrorist financing regimes or having strategic  
 deficiencies in the AML/CFT regime,
d) countries with Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index below 20,
e) countries with comprehensive OFAC sanctions,
f) any country whose legislation conflicts with the purchase of Tokens and/or the purpose of the  
 Company and the Platform in general, 
– are not and will not be permitted to purchase Token.

This document is not an offer to invest, or to buy 
Tholos Tokens, or to invest in any securities, 
or a collective investment scheme.

Legal Disclaimers14. 

Tholos Tokens have not been registered under the U.S. Securities Act and may not be offered or sold in the United 
States or to U.S. persons unless the Tokens are registered under the Securities Act, or an exemption from such 
registration requirements is available. The Company does not guarantee that such registration or an exemption will be 
sought.
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